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Random House USA Inc. Paperback / softback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, The Treasure
Keeper, Shana Abe, With such novels as Queen of Dragons and The Dream Thief," " Shana Abe has
created a unique and vividly imagined world that exists side by side with our own--a realm
populated by a race of supersensual men and women whose power to change shape permits them
unlimited acts of pleasure.and ever-present danger. Now the survival of the "drakon" rests in the
hands of a young woman with untried and unexpected powers--and the powerful Alpha male she
must break every "drakon" law to save. The "drakon" are at war, surrounded by an enemy they
have every reason to fear. The "sanf inimicus "are no ordinary human beings but the most
dangerous of hunters. They've sworn to exterminate the shape-shifters whose presence they now
can detect, and they've already claimed a prize prisoner: Lord Rhys Langford. It's a blow the
"drakon" clans feel from Darkfrith, England, all the way to the Carpathian Mountains of
Transylvania. But it strikes no one harder than Zoe Cyprienne Lane. A mere seamstress's daughter,
Zoe isn't even in the same league as Rhys. In fact, as an unwed male...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook is great. I really could comprehended every thing using this composed e ebook. Its been designed in an exceedingly simple way and it is only
following i finished reading this publication where basically modified me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Her m inia  B la nda-- Her m inia  B la nda

A really wonderful ebook with perfect and lucid answers. It is rally interesting throgh looking at period of time. Once you begin to read the book, it is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Gusta ve Moor e-- Gusta ve Moor e
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